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This year (2016) is the 60th anniversary of the 
first performance of Candide, an operetta with 
music composed by Leonard Bernstein, based 
on the novella of the same name by Voltaire. 
Lillian Hellman originally conceived it as a play 
with incidental music. Bernstein, however, was 
so excited about the idea that he convinced 
Hellman to do it as a “comic operetta”; she then 
wrote the original libretto for the operetta.

Candide first opened on Broadway as a 
musical on 1 December 1956. This production 
was a box office disaster; running only for a 
total of 73 performances Hellman’s libretto 
was criticised in a New York Times review as 
being too serious. Many revisions and revivals 
followed with different writers responsible for 
various libretti and Bernstein himself recorded 
a revised version in 1989.

Though the show received mixed reviews at 
its opening, the music was immediately a hit. 
The Candide Overture soon earned a place in 
the orchestral repertoire. After a successful first 
concert performance on 26 January 1957 by the 
New York Philharmonic under the composer’s 
baton, it quickly became popular and was 
performed by nearly 100 other orchestras 
within the next two years. Full of colour and 
vitality, it is easy to understand why. Since that 
time, it has become one of the most frequently 

performed orchestral compositions by a 
20th century American composer. Indeed 
in 1987, it was the most often performed 
piece of concert music by Bernstein.

Blessèd Assurance is a well-known Christian 
hymn. The lyrics were written in 1873 by 
blind hymn writer Fanny Crosby to the music 
written by Phoebe Knapp who played a 
melody to Crosby and asked, “What does the 
melody say to you?” Crosby replied that the 
tune said, “Blessèd assurance, Jesus is mine!” 
and proceeded to recite the entire first stanza 
of the now-famous hymn. Knapp was the 
composer of more than five hundred gospel 
hymns and tunes.

This excellent instrumental arrangement is by 
Stephen Bulla, for many years the staff arranger 
to “The President’s Own” United States Marine 
Band and Chamber Orchestra in Washington 
DC.

In 2014 Foden’s Band launched the Foden’s 
Composer Competition which ran in two 
sections; composers who were 23 and under 
together with an open category. 73 entries 
were received and of those registered in the 
Under 23 section, six were shortlisted for a 
workshop final held at the Royal Northern 
College of Music.
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Though not the overall winner, 
everyone involved felt that Spring Song 

was an excellent entry. Originally for full 
band it was suggested to the composer 

that it would work well as a solo. Highly 
reminiscent of pieces by Elgar such as Salut 
d’Amour and Chanson de Matin, Spring 
Song sits beautifully as a cornet solo.

It Had Better Be Tonight (Meglio Stasera) 
with music by Henry Mancini, is a song with 
English lyrics by Johnny Mercer and Italian 
lyrics by Franco Migliacci. It was composed 
for the 1963 film The Pink Panther in which it 
was performed by Fran Jeffries. In addition to 
the vocal performance, instrumental portions 
of the song appear in the film’s underscore, 
sometimes as an introduction to the main 
Pink Panther Theme. It has been covered 
by many artists, most recently Michael 
Bublé. This latin influenced arrangement 
by Sandy Smith features the solo cornets, 
euphoniums and baritones.

Without a doubt John Rutter is one of the 
most prolific writers of choral music of the 
last forty years, including Christmas carols, 
anthems and extended works such as 
Gloria, Requiem and Magnificat.

The text of The Lord Bless You and Keep You is 
the biblical benediction known as the “Priestly 
Blessing”, followed by an extended “Amen”. 
Rutter composed it in 1981 for the memorial 
service of Edward T. Chapman, the director of 
music at Highgate School, London, with whom 
he had studied when he attended the school. 
This version was arranged by Chris Wormald as 
a tenor horn solo for Steve Ridler and Foden’s 
Band.

Little Star first appeared as a composition for 
solo piano played by the composer on his CD 
Barber. He had written it shortly after he became 
engaged and commented, “It is dedicated to my 
fiancée and is a simple waltz with a gradually 
building melody that finally relents at the last. 
The title is borrowed from part of her email 
address”. It was subsequently arranged for brass 
band by composer in residence Andy Scott.

Composer Richard Rock has been commissioned 
by bands and soloists all over the world for 
original works or arrangements as well as having 
written for the BBC. Of this new solo he writes:
“Pixie Dust is a magical glitter-like powder that 
grants the ability of flight. Fuelled by “happy 
thoughts” in the Peter Pan movies the music is 
a short fantasy world solo that takes influences 
from John Williams’ Flight to Neverland, ET and 
other genre filmscores.”

FODEN’S YOUTH BAND

Foden’s Youth Band was formed in 2012 in order 
to provide opportunities for young brass and 
percussion players to experience performances 
alongside world class musicians, tuition from 
some of the UK’s leading specialists and 
direction from talented professional conductors.

The project was seen as a natural extension of 
the youth development work already carried out 
by Foden’s players, and has enabled the band to 
build partnerships with Love Music Trust (lead 
partner in the Cheshire East Music Hub), the 
Royal Northern College of Music, Besson and 
numerous other companies who have been 
keen to support this exciting new band.

60 places were quickly filled by young players 
from all around Cheshire and further, including 

Lancashire, South Yorkshire, North Wales 
and the Midlands. During its first year the 
band performed at Manchester Cathedral 
with international soloist Jens Lindemann 
and at the prestigious Royal Northern 
College of Music Festival of Brass. Critical 
acclaim has already been forthcoming; being 
awarded 3rd place in the 4barsrest.com 
‘newcomer of the year’ award 2013 (despite 
not being on the shortlist of nominations) and 
in British Bandsman magazine who described 
the band as a ‘most ambitious and high profile 
project’.

Now established, the Youth Band continues 
to go from strength to strength, engaging its 
young musicians with high profile repertoire 
from composers new and old.



The Carnival of the Animals was created by Saint-
Saëns as a musical joke for friends, parodying the 
music of other composers with his witty musical 
characterisations of fossils, tortoises, birds, sea 
creatures, lions and other mammals. He only 
performed The Carnival of the Animals privately 
a few times for friends and did not permit it to 
be performed publicly during his lifetime (he 
apparently felt this musical work was not a 
serious reflection of his compositional skills). The 
only piece from this work that he did permit to 
be performed publicly was The Swan, originally 
composed as a cello solo with two pianos. After 
the death of Saint-Saëns in 1921, the public 
première of The Carnival of the Animals took place 
in 1922.

Jeronimo Giménez was a Spanish conductor and 
composer, who dedicated his career to writing 
zarzuelas. Zarzuela is a Spanish lyric-dramatic 
genre that alternates between spoken and 
sung scenes, the latter incorporating operatic 
and popular song, as well as dance. Indeed he 
was for many years a Director at the Teatro de la 
Zarzuela in Madrid and was hailed by his peers as 
the “musician of elegance” because of his sense 
of rhythm and easy melodies. La Boda de Luis 
Alonso is arguably his most famous zarzuela and 
tells the story of the wedding of Luis Alonso.

Quality repertoire is an essential 
component of the strategy for the 
Foden’s Youth Band: where possible 
original music appropriate to each 
particular performance is used hence 
there are four pieces from established 
composers presented on this disc.

Alan Fernie’s Prismatic Light is a high 
octane, cinematic opener whilst The Path to 
Peace shows the band and composer Philip 
Harper in a more reflective mood. Firefly is a 
new up-tempo concert work for community 
and youth bands by Simon Dobson. 
Composed in funk-rock style, it is based on 
the groove beat with which it opens. The final 
item from Foden’s Youth Band, Burlesque by 
Philip Sparke, is a headlong gallop brimming 
with fun and vitality – two key characteristics 
of the band that plays it on this recording!

The story of the eight-year stop/start 
process by which West Side Story came 
about is well documented. From an initial 
idea of Jerome Robbins to the final fruition 
of the perfect storm of creative talent 
that came together: Music by Leonard 
Bernstein, Book by Arthur Laurents, 
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, Direction 
and Choreography by Jerome Robbins.
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In many respects West Side Story was 
a turning point in the world of musical 

theatre that opened up the path to the 
sort of productions that are seen today. 

That it remains so fresh and popular 
shows the true genius of the show and all 
its components – it truly is a masterwork of 
its type.

Inspired by William Shakespeare’s play 
Romeo and Juliet, the story is set in the Upper 
West Side area of New York City in the mid-
1950s, an ethnic, blue-collar neighbourhood. 
The musical explores the rivalry between the 
Jets and the Sharks, two teenage street gangs 
of different ethnic backgrounds.

The arrangement by Eric Crees closely follows 
the timeline of the story. First we hear the 

opening Prologue that portrays the tension 
between the two gangs. We then move to 
the The Dance At The Gym where we hear the 
Mambo. Towards the end of this dance Tony and 
Maria first see each other and come together to 
dance an elegant Cha Cha. What follows is the 
Meeting Scene where they talk to each other 
for the first time and realise the feelings they 
have for each other. A meeting is organised 
between the Jets and the Sharks to decide how 
best to settle their rivalry once and for all and 
the Jets are nervous as to what the outcome 
might be. Their leader, Riff, advises them to 
just play it Cool. Finally the song that is heard 
twice – Somewhere. Firstly when Tony and Maria 
envisage a place where they can be together, 
free from prejudice (after Tony has killed Maria’s 
brother) and secondly, referenced at the end of 
the show, when Tony has himself been killed.

FODEN’S BAND

In the year 1900, when a small village named 
Elworth in Sandbach, Cheshire wanted a brass 
band to celebrate the relief of Mafeking in the 
Boer War, Foden’s Band was born. The band 
was then adopted by Edwin Foden, a local 
industrialist (from whom they took their name) 
at the Foden’s Motorworks. From these humble 
beginnings few would have thought that this 
band would go on to win 12 British Open titles, 
13 National Championships of Great Britain and 
an unparalleled double hat-trick there in 1932, 
’33 and ’34 and in 1936, ’37 and ’38. The band 
currently holds the record for the number of 
area contest wins with an unprecedented 18 
North West area titles.

Around the world Foden’s Band is a trademark 
that musicians associate with inestimable 
class and musicianship. This fact is reflected 
in the wide variety of countries that the band 
has toured; Italy, Switzerland, America, Ireland, 
France, Norway, Finland and Israel to name but 
a few.

The association which Foden’s has with the 
most respected and renowned conductors; 
Bramwell Tovey, Allan Withington, Howard Snell 
and Michael Fowles has developed the band’s 
ever increasing repertoire and also their 

standards to unprecedented levels as well 
as allowing them to provide audiences with 
musically aesthetic performances as well as 
stepping outside the boundaries of the usual 
brass band concert repertoire.

In 2012, Foden’s set up a youth band to 
nurture the very best youth musicians in the 
area to become the future of the brass industry. 
The Foden’s solo competition (held annually in 
November and staffed by players of the band) 
regularly attracts over 170 players from around 
the world to compete against each other at the 
highest level.

Most recently the band have cemented 
themselves as one of the leading Brass Bands 
in the world winning a rare and exceptional 
“Double”, being crowned 2012 British Open 
champions and the 2012 National Champions 
of Great Britain. In doing so the band 
defeated the very best bands in Britain at the 
world’s two most prestigious competitions.

As well as being very successful on the 
contest front the band have also won 
numerous awards for various cd releases 
and regularly appear on BBC TV and 
Radio.



MICHAEL FOWLES

Widely regarded as one of the leading conductors of his generation 
Michael hails from the rich musical tradition of North Staffordshire 
and is an honours and post-graduate of the Royal Northern College 
of Music.

He is Musical Director of both Foden’s Band and The Ratby Co-
operative Band. Having worked with many of the country’s 
leading bands Michael has a reputation for entertaining concert 
programming and high standards in competition. He is well 
known for having transferable skills having won Championship 
section contests with 10 different bands either in regular working 

relationships or on a freelance basis. As such he is much in demand both in the UK and abroad.

Michael is also a member of the Association of Brass Band Adjudicators and has officiated at 
numerous Regional Qualifying contests, The National Finals, Butlins Mineworkers Festival and the 
Swiss Nationals amongst others.

Educational work also forms an important part of Michael’s musical life. He is Course Director of 
both the Wessex Band Summer School and Foden’s Armagh Summer School. As well as returning 
to the RNCM as a regular guest conductor he undertakes much training work throughout the UK 
with bands of all levels from championship to youth including being Musical Director of Foden’s 
Youth Band and Associate Conductor and Musical Adviser of Lions Youth Band. He is also a regular 
guest conductor for school and youth workshops in Leicestershire, Staffordshire and Northern 
Ireland with both brass and wind bands.

Michael has written articles and reviews for both Brass Band World and British Bandsman, 
given many première performances, conducted concerto appearances of eminent soloists and 
directed many commercial CDs and broadcasts for both BBC Radio 2 and 3.

The relationship with Foden’s Band has produced high quality concerts and recordings that 
have been met with critical acclaim and awards from the banding press, in addition to a 
continued dominance of the Tameside Whit Friday circuit.

MARK GREAVES

Mark Greaves has been spearheading the growth and success of 
the Sandbach based resin-flooring manufacturer Flowcrete for 

over 30 years.

Joining Flowcrete in 1989 and rising through the company to 
become its President, Mark has worked to develop Flowcrete from 
a small business in the North West of England to a global leader 
in its industry, with manufacturing facilities, sales offices and 
branches across six continents.

Recently Mark has been appointed to a key role in RPM 
International Inc., which has been Flowcrete’s parent company since 
2008, becoming President of the Euclid Group, a global business which oversees a long list of some 
of the world’s most well known construction chemicals companies.

Corporate social responsibility and the belief that success should be shared with the community 
is a key ethos for Mark. This includes being a long term President of Foden’s Band, who rehearse 
their championship winning music at a purpose built facility on the site of Flowcrete’s global 
headquarters.

Mark’s other work for the local community includes being a Deputy Lieutenant for Cheshire, a 
patron for the NSPCC and a President at Congleton’s Rugby Club.

Mark has been successful both in business and in life, as he is married with two grown daughters.
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theatre that opened up the path to the 
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That it remains so fresh and popular 
shows the true genius of the show and all 
its components – it truly is a masterwork of 
its type.

Inspired by William Shakespeare’s play 
Romeo and Juliet, the story is set in the Upper 
West Side area of New York City in the mid-
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The musical explores the rivalry between the 
Jets and the Sharks, two teenage street gangs 
of different ethnic backgrounds.

The arrangement by Eric Crees closely follows 
the timeline of the story. First we hear the 
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between the two gangs. We then move to 
the The Dance At The Gym where we hear the 
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as allowing them to provide audiences with 
musically aesthetic performances as well as 
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In 2012, Foden’s set up a youth band to 
nurture the very best youth musicians in the 
area to become the future of the brass industry. 
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regularly attracts over 170 players from around 
the world to compete against each other at the 
highest level.

Most recently the band have cemented 
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“Double”, being crowned 2012 British Open 
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world’s two most prestigious competitions.
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numerous awards for various cd releases 
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Saëns as a musical joke for friends, parodying the 
music of other composers with his witty musical 
characterisations of fossils, tortoises, birds, sea 
creatures, lions and other mammals. He only 
performed The Carnival of the Animals privately 
a few times for friends and did not permit it to 
be performed publicly during his lifetime (he 
apparently felt this musical work was not a 
serious reflection of his compositional skills). The 
only piece from this work that he did permit to 
be performed publicly was The Swan, originally 
composed as a cello solo with two pianos. After 
the death of Saint-Saëns in 1921, the public 
première of The Carnival of the Animals took place 
in 1922.

Jeronimo Giménez was a Spanish conductor and 
composer, who dedicated his career to writing 
zarzuelas. Zarzuela is a Spanish lyric-dramatic 
genre that alternates between spoken and 
sung scenes, the latter incorporating operatic 
and popular song, as well as dance. Indeed he 
was for many years a Director at the Teatro de la 
Zarzuela in Madrid and was hailed by his peers as 
the “musician of elegance” because of his sense 
of rhythm and easy melodies. La Boda de Luis 
Alonso is arguably his most famous zarzuela and 
tells the story of the wedding of Luis Alonso.

Quality repertoire is an essential 
component of the strategy for the 
Foden’s Youth Band: where possible 
original music appropriate to each 
particular performance is used hence 
there are four pieces from established 
composers presented on this disc.

Alan Fernie’s Prismatic Light is a high 
octane, cinematic opener whilst The Path to 
Peace shows the band and composer Philip 
Harper in a more reflective mood. Firefly is a 
new up-tempo concert work for community 
and youth bands by Simon Dobson. 
Composed in funk-rock style, it is based on 
the groove beat with which it opens. The final 
item from Foden’s Youth Band, Burlesque by 
Philip Sparke, is a headlong gallop brimming 
with fun and vitality – two key characteristics 
of the band that plays it on this recording!

The story of the eight-year stop/start 
process by which West Side Story came 
about is well documented. From an initial 
idea of Jerome Robbins to the final fruition 
of the perfect storm of creative talent 
that came together: Music by Leonard 
Bernstein, Book by Arthur Laurents, 
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim, Direction 
and Choreography by Jerome Robbins.
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band it was suggested to the composer 
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service of Edward T. Chapman, the director of 
music at Highgate School, London, with whom 
he had studied when he attended the school. 
This version was arranged by Chris Wormald as 
a tenor horn solo for Steve Ridler and Foden’s 
Band.

Little Star first appeared as a composition for 
solo piano played by the composer on his CD 
Barber. He had written it shortly after he became 
engaged and commented, “It is dedicated to my 
fiancée and is a simple waltz with a gradually 
building melody that finally relents at the last. 
The title is borrowed from part of her email 
address”. It was subsequently arranged for brass 
band by composer in residence Andy Scott.

Composer Richard Rock has been commissioned 
by bands and soloists all over the world for 
original works or arrangements as well as having 
written for the BBC. Of this new solo he writes:
“Pixie Dust is a magical glitter-like powder that 
grants the ability of flight. Fuelled by “happy 
thoughts” in the Peter Pan movies the music is 
a short fantasy world solo that takes influences 
from John Williams’ Flight to Neverland, ET and 
other genre filmscores.”

FODEN’S YOUTH BAND

Foden’s Youth Band was formed in 2012 in order 
to provide opportunities for young brass and 
percussion players to experience performances 
alongside world class musicians, tuition from 
some of the UK’s leading specialists and 
direction from talented professional conductors.

The project was seen as a natural extension of 
the youth development work already carried out 
by Foden’s players, and has enabled the band to 
build partnerships with Love Music Trust (lead 
partner in the Cheshire East Music Hub), the 
Royal Northern College of Music, Besson and 
numerous other companies who have been 
keen to support this exciting new band.

60 places were quickly filled by young players 
from all around Cheshire and further, including 

Lancashire, South Yorkshire, North Wales 
and the Midlands. During its first year the 
band performed at Manchester Cathedral 
with international soloist Jens Lindemann 
and at the prestigious Royal Northern 
College of Music Festival of Brass. Critical 
acclaim has already been forthcoming; being 
awarded 3rd place in the 4barsrest.com 
‘newcomer of the year’ award 2013 (despite 
not being on the shortlist of nominations) and 
in British Bandsman magazine who described 
the band as a ‘most ambitious and high profile 
project’.

Now established, the Youth Band continues 
to go from strength to strength, engaging its 
young musicians with high profile repertoire 
from composers new and old.

This year (2016) is the 60th anniversary of the 
first performance of Candide, an operetta with 
music composed by Leonard Bernstein, based 
on the novella of the same name by Voltaire. 
Lillian Hellman originally conceived it as a play 
with incidental music. Bernstein, however, was 
so excited about the idea that he convinced 
Hellman to do it as a “comic operetta”; she then 
wrote the original libretto for the operetta.

Candide first opened on Broadway as a 
musical on 1 December 1956. This production 
was a box office disaster; running only for a 
total of 73 performances Hellman’s libretto 
was criticised in a New York Times review as 
being too serious. Many revisions and revivals 
followed with different writers responsible for 
various libretti and Bernstein himself recorded 
a revised version in 1989.

Though the show received mixed reviews at 
its opening, the music was immediately a hit. 
The Candide Overture soon earned a place in 
the orchestral repertoire. After a successful first 
concert performance on 26 January 1957 by the 
New York Philharmonic under the composer’s 
baton, it quickly became popular and was 
performed by nearly 100 other orchestras 
within the next two years. Full of colour and 
vitality, it is easy to understand why. Since that 
time, it has become one of the most frequently 

performed orchestral compositions by a 
20th century American composer. Indeed 
in 1987, it was the most often performed 
piece of concert music by Bernstein.

Blessèd Assurance is a well-known Christian 
hymn. The lyrics were written in 1873 by 
blind hymn writer Fanny Crosby to the music 
written by Phoebe Knapp who played a 
melody to Crosby and asked, “What does the 
melody say to you?” Crosby replied that the 
tune said, “Blessèd assurance, Jesus is mine!” 
and proceeded to recite the entire first stanza 
of the now-famous hymn. Knapp was the 
composer of more than five hundred gospel 
hymns and tunes.

This excellent instrumental arrangement is by 
Stephen Bulla, for many years the staff arranger 
to “The President’s Own” United States Marine 
Band and Chamber Orchestra in Washington 
DC.

In 2014 Foden’s Band launched the Foden’s 
Composer Competition which ran in two 
sections; composers who were 23 and under 
together with an open category. 73 entries 
were received and of those registered in the 
Under 23 section, six were shortlisted for a 
workshop final held at the Royal Northern 
College of Music.
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1. Candide Overture © Rakeway Music Bernstein arr. Howard Snell 4.42
2. Blessèd Assurance © The Salvation Army USA Knapp arr. Stephen Bulla 4.58
 Soprano Cornet Soloist Richard Poole 
3. Spring Song M/S Matthew Eden 5.26
 Cornet Soloist Mark Wilkinson 
4. It Had Better Be Tonight © Obrasso Mancini arr. Sandy Smith 3.07
5. The Lord Bless You and Keep You © Oxford University Press  3.14
 Tenor Horn Soloist Steve Ridler John Rutter arr. Chris Wormald  
6. Little Star M/S John Barber arr. Andy Scott 3.42
7. Pixie Dust © Offbeat Publishing Richard Rock 4.08
 Euphonium Soloist David Thornton 
8. The Swan © Rakeway Music Saint-Saëns arr. Howard Snell 3.05
 Baritone Soloist Sarah Lenton 
9. La Boda de Luis Alonso © Pro-Music Giménez arr. James Gourlay 5.47
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10. Prismatic Light © Obrasso Alan Fernie 3.29
11. The Path to Peace © Wright & Round Philip Harper 3.35
12. Firefly © Faber Music Simon Dobson 5.39
13. Burlesque © Studio Music Philip Sparke 3.13
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14. Suite from ‘West Side Story’ © Studio Music Bernstein arr. Eric Crees 16.05


